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Eating as Community

A meal eaten in solitude isn’t always a bad thing.

In my busy house, where meals are raucous affairs with many people talking at once and

children bargaining over what they do and do not want to eat, I sometimes relish the chance

to eat quietly by myself, perhaps in the company of a good book or my laptop, browsing

blogs as I eat.

But this strange luxury is made possible only by modern conveniences. In ages past, there

would have been no question of lighting the fire just to prepare one small meal or to heat up

some leftovers for one person’s snack. Pilot-lit stoves, refrigerators and microwaves (not to

mention single-serve frozen dishes and other prepared foods) have made eating alone easy

where once it wasn’t.

I’ve always hated seeing people eat alone in a restaurant. The solo diners I served as a

waitress sometimes wanted to be left alone, but more often they wanted to talk to me. Eating

out, rather than at home, was maybe “less alone” for them, talking to the waitress better than

talking to no one. People are made for community, and part of that means eating in

community.

Anthropologists and biologists have persuasively argued that food and its preparation are

the foundations of families and even of cultures—to get enough calories, hunter-gatherers

would have had to have some kind of division of labor, with hunters killing meat and others

cooking it. The humorous documentary How Beer Saved the World shows how agriculture

formed the basis of human culture, with the preparation, sharing and exchange of grain (in

the form of beer) laying the foundations for art, law and economics, to say nothing of the

culinary arts and the traditions of the table.

Every culture values food as a “powerful social component,” in ways ranging from the

highly ceremonial to the everyday. In some places it’s considered inappropriate for a couple

engaged to be married to eat with one another before the wedding. The traditional feeding

that is part of the wedding ceremony is, in those contexts, a powerful indication of the

couple’s unity, commitment and promise to mutual care. Sharing food non-ceremonially is

an important indication of welcome and friendship in virtually every culture, whether it’s

beverages, nuts or, as I experienced in France, some cheese or an apéritif. “Let’s meet for

coffee,” we say to a new acquaintance we hope to get to know better.

Our English word companion comes from the Latin for “with” (com) and “bread” (panis)—a

companion is one with whom you eat your bread. Food being as importantly generative of
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relationships as it is to bodily growth, eating together is a universally important human

activity. Think about the way food plays a role even at seemingly non-food-related events

like a book club meeting—food provides a gathering point, a center around which to build

relationships and trust. Jesus seemed to attribute particular significance to shared meals as

well—his table fellowship forms an important part of the Gospels and, extended by his

followers, a vital part of the church’s common life.

—From Chapter 3, “Communal Eating”
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“This book is manna in the

wilderness to any Christian who

has ever had a conflicted

relationship with food, thereby

missing the unadulterated joy of

eating. In a fresh and engaging

voice, Rachel Marie Stone

reminds us that when we savor

delicious, nourishing food, we are

actually tasting God.” —Jana

Riess, author of Flunking

Sainthood: A Year of Breaking the

Sabbath, Forgetting to Pray, and

Still Loving My Neighbor

Eat with Joy, New Book by Rachel Stone,
Uncovers the Redemptive Values of Our
Eating

Rachel Stone, in her latest book Eat with Joy, explores a practical theology of eating in the

twenty-first century. Showing that God wants us to delight in our food, Stone digs into the

implications of our modern culture of eating, and how our inherent angst towards eating can

effectively push us further away from our creator Lord.

“I wrote the book as a way to sort out—biblically, theologically, and practically—the

confusing food culture in our country,” writes Stone. “My thesis is that Christians, eating

together, with joy, in ways that allow God’s creation and God’s creatures to flourish, can be

profoundly countercultural and restorative.”

Throughout this insightful and creative book, Stone addresses the following:

∙ Can food be pleasurable?

∙ How is eating a form of worship?

∙ How does God intend for us to approach food and eating?

∙ How can feeding the hungry help further the kingdom of God?

∙ What are the implications of eating in our modern-day, fast-food culture?

∙ Why is it important to be very cognizant of what and how we are eating?

∙ Is eating in solitude a sin?

∙ How do our regular mealtimes mimic communion service?

∙ How can practicing restorative eating help individuals fully recover from eating

disorders?

∙ How do Stone’s own personal experiences relate to all of the eating habits discussed

in the book?

In addition to addressing these questions, each chapter in Eat with Joy ends with prayers for

mealtimes, recipes that play on the topics covered, and points for action.


